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What usually happened when a Greek city expanded is shown
by the behaviour of Epidauros, requiring Aiginetans to come
over to the mainland to have their lawsuits tried, or Corinth
in the Megarid commanding her colonists and subjects to
attend the mourning at the funerals of their Bakchiad rulers.1
Credit is due to those nobles of Athens who made no such
arrogant demands ; and credit also to those nobles of the
other townships who surrendered their own sole local
sovereignty for the greater good and undertook to fight if
need be under a commander from a township 40 miles
away, and in other men's border wars. How men cling to
sovereignty, even when the economic and other advantages
of a partial surrender of it are plain for all to see, the modern
world is witness ; as also the failure of other Greeks to do what
Athens did.
The closest parallel to the Athenian achievement in the
rest of Greece is the foundation of the city states of Megara,
Tegea, Mantineia, and others out of " groups of villages " ;
but the greater size of Attica makes that achievement almost
different in kind. Attica was large enough for its different
regions to have separate and sometimes incompatible economic
interests, Local jealousies did not perish in a day ; in fact
they flared up for the last time as late as the economic crisis
of the sixth century; but by that time the lesson of union
had been learned. Not even in the darkest hour did any part
of Attica propose to secede.
The other " synoikisms" of cities out of uvarq^ara,
S^toj/ took place, we have seen, under stress of military
necessity, the better to make head against a dangerous foe;
and if a pressing motive be sought for that of Attica, one
should probably look back to the age of the migrations, when
Boiotians and Dorians were overrunning the neighbouring
lands, and Attica was flooded with refugees. The thesis that
the Union of at least a great part of the country dates from
so early a time is supported by the Homeric Catalogue of the
Fleet at Troy, which has all the appearance of a genuine
and early document (mentioning neither Megara nor Corinth,
1 Hdt. and Demon, loc. cit.

